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Anthonis Mor van Dashorst 
Utrecht c. �5�6/�5�9–Antwerp �575/�576

the details of  Mor’s career are unusually well 
documented for an artist of  his time because he had so 
many important patrons in several different countries. 
Mor was apprenticed to Jan van scorel (q.v.), whose 
portrait he painted when scorel was in old age (london, 
society of  Antiquaries). Mor was recorded as a Master in 
the Guild at Antwerp in �547, where he began to paint 
official portraits in the spanish administration there. he 
was then invited to spain in order to paint portraits of  
the royal Family. By �55�, Mor was in Brussels and in 
the following year he was back in Utrecht. he then set 
off  for england on the instructions of  King Philip ii 
of  spain, in order to paint Queen Mary tudor (Madrid, 
Prado). on Philip’s further instruction, Mor returned to 
spain in �559, but was back in the netherlands 
c. �560 where he remained for the rest of  his life, 
dividing his time between Utrecht, Brussels and 
Antwerp. Mor was the most skilled of  all netherlandish 
portraitists in the middle years of  the �6th century, and 
his influence was widespread both in the netherlands, 
spain and england. Mor also painted religious subjects, 
although van Mander’s (q.v.) extensive and adulatory 
biography only mentions the portraits.

general Bibliography: Karel van Mander, Het Schilder-
Boeck, haarlem, �604, fols.��0 verso, ���, recto and 
verso. valerian von loga, ‘Antonis Mor als hofmaler 
Karls v und Philips ii’, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen 
Sammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses, vol.XXvii, 
�907–�909, pp.9����. henri hymans, Antonio Moro, son 
oeuvre et son temps, Brussels, �9�0. Alfred von Wurzbach, 
Niederländisches Künstler-Lexikon, vol.�, vienna, �9�0, 
pp.�88-�9�. Georges Marlier, Anthonis Mor van Dashorst 
(Antonio Moro), Brussels, �9�4. l. c. J. Frerichs, Antonio 
Moro, Amsterdam, �947. r. h. Wilenski, Flemish Painting, 
� vols, london, �960, vol.�, p.607-608, noting many 
signed and documented examples. Max J. Friedländer, 
Early Netherlandish Painting, Anthonis Mor and his 
contemporaries, vol.Xiii, leiden, �975, pp. 6�-69. Margit 
A. Jay, Antonio Moro, Royal Court Painter (1519-1576), Phd 
thesis, texas christian University, �975, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, �980. exhibition catalogue, cologne, Wallraf-
richartz-Museum; Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor 
schone Künsten & vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Von Bruegel bis Rubens, Das goldene Jahrhundert der flämischen 
Malerei, �99�, pp.�7�-�74. Joke vandermeersch, entry 
on Mor in Le Dictionnaire des Peintres Belges du XIVe siècle 
à nos jours, � vols., Brussels, �995, vol.�, pp.756-757. 
Annotated addition of  van Mander (�604) by hessel 
Miedema, vol.iii, Doornspijk, �996, pp.���-��4. Joanna 
Woodall, entry on Mor in The Dictionary of  Art, vol.��, 
london, �996, pp.6�-66. thera coppens, Antonius Mor, 
Hofschilder van Karel V, Baarn, �999. 

4� cat. ��7 Portrait of  a man aged 28
oil on panel ��7 x 8�.5 cm
inscribed on the frame: cAPtUs es hosPes hABes 
vivUM neMPe esse PUtAres hUGoneM 
o Mori FAllere Doct A MAnUs Ano i56� 
AetA �8
History: the painting was first recorded at the 
time of  its loan to the royal Academy in �894 (see 
exhibitions below) by William Archer, �rd earl Amherst 
of  Montreal (�8�6–�9�0), who lived at Montreal, 
riverhead, sevenoaks, Kent (it is not known how this 
collector acquired his pictures as he was descended from 
a branch of  the sackvilles of  Knole Park, Kent, and 
he could also have acquired paintings from either of  
his two marriages; his first marriage was to Julia Maria 
cornwallis, daughter of  the 5th and last earl cornwallis, 
and his second was to Alice Dalton, widow of  the 5th 
earl of  lisburn). the picture passed by descent to hugh 
Archer, 4th earl Amherst of  Montreal (�856–�9�7), 
and again by descent to Jeffrey John Archer, 5th earl 
Amherst of  Montreal (born �896), always at Montreal, 
the house. sold london, christie’s, �9th June �979, lot 
�0, illustrated. With colnaghi and edward speelman, 
�985, from whom acquired in the same year.
literature: hymans, op.cit. �9�0, p.�7�, where described 
as ‘très vigoureux morceau’, and asterisked as not seen 
by the author, and dated �559. Friedländer, op.cit. �975, 
no.�6�, pl.�79. Joanna Woodall, The Portraiture of  Antonis 
Mor, Phd thesis, london, courtauld institute, � vols. 
�989, vol.�, pp.496-499. 
exhibited: london, royal Academy, Winter Exhibition, 
�894, no.�74, lent by earl Amherst (Algernon Graves, A 
Century of  Loan Exhibitions, 1813-1912, � vols, london, 
�9��-�950, vol.�, p.807). lent to Birmingham, city 
Museum and Art Gallery. liverpool, Walker Art Gallery,’ 
A Collector’s Eye, Cranach to Pissarro’, �0��, cat.pp.58-59, 
illustrated, catalogue by christopher Wright.
Dendrochronology: examination by ian tyers in 
november �007 indicated that the panels which made 
up the picture were all datable from the �550s. 

Comment: the painting can be dated from the 
inscription on the frame which appears to be 
contemporary with the painting itself. the picture 
therefore belongs to the artist’s last period in the 
netherlands, working for numerous different patrons, at 
a time when his mature style showed little change.

Paolo veronese 
verona �5�8–venice �588

Born in verona, the artist’s first master was the obscure 
Antonio Badile (c. �5�8–�560), or according to vasari, 
Giovanni caroto (�488–c. �56�). one of  the veronese’s 
early surviving works is an altarpiece executed for the 
church of  s. Fermo Maggiore in verona (verona, 
Museo del castelvecchio), which was probably painted in 
�548. the style of  this work shows how he had already 
mastered the art of  placing large figures in horizontal 
compositions. Another early work showing this mastery 
of  large figures, executed for cardinal ercole Gonzaga, 
is The Temptation of  St. Anthony, later in caen, Musée 
des Beaux-Arts. the main elements of  veronese’s later 
career are well documented as he created decorative 
cycles for many palaces and villas in and around venice. 
his most important commission was to decorate three 
rooms in the Ducal Palace in venice of  which the main 
canvas is now in the louvre. From the �550s onwards 
veronese occupied a leading position in venice, both 
as a decorator and as the creator of  large altarpieces for 
the major churches. his late work took on an entirely 
different and more intense character as is seen in the 
schorr picture.

general Bibliography: ch. iriarte, Paul Véronèse, Paris, 
�888. Pietro caliari, Paolo Veronese: sua vita e sue opera, 
rome, �888. Franz h. Meissner, Veronese, Bielefeld-
leipzig, �897. Percy h. osmond, Paolo Veronese, his career 
and work, london, �9�7. Adolfo venturi, Paolo Veronese, 
Milan, �9�8. Giuseppe Fiocco, Paolo Veronese, rome, 
�9�4. exhibition catalogue, venice, ca’Giustinian, �9�9, 
catalogue by rodolfo Pallucchini. rodolfo Pallucchini, 
Veronese, Bergamo, �95�. Bernard Berenson, Italian 
Pictures of  the Renaissance, Venetian School, � vols, london, 
�957, vol.i, pp.��9-��9. luisa vertova, Veronese, Milan, 
�959. Guido Piovene & remigio Marini, L’opera completa 
del Veronese, Milan, �968. terisio Pignatti, Veronese, � 
vols. venice, �976, catalogue raisonné. richard cocke, 
Veronese, london, �980. Kurt Badt, Veronese, cologne, 
�98�. exhibition catalogue, Washington, national 
Gallery, The Art of  Paolo Veronese, �988, introduction by 
terisio Pignatti, edited by W. r. rearick. Nuovi studi su 
Paolo Veronese, venice, �990, edited by M. Gemi. terisio 
Pignatti & Filippo Pedrocco, Veronese, catalogo completo, 
Florence, �99�. Diana Gisolfi, entry on veronese in The 
Dictionary of  Art, london, �996, pp.�46-�58. richard 
cocke, Paolo Veronese, london, �005.

Ferdinand Bol
Dordrecht �6�6–Amsterdam �680

Bol’s early years in Dordrecht are documented, but it is 
not known to whom he was apprenticed. it is usually 
thought that he arrived in Amsterdam in the mid-
�6�0s when he entered rembrandt’s studio. the first 
documentary evidence for this comes as late as �640, 
but no signed and dated work by Bol exists before �64�. 
Bol’s subject pictures of  the �640s are close in style and 
composition to those of  rembrandt of  the same period, 
but the two artists are no longer compared as equals, 
which was the case until relatively recent times. Bol’s 
later work became cooler and less rembrandtesque, 
reflecting his success in Amsterdam as a portraitist. 

general Bibliography: Arnold houbraken, De Groote 
Schouburgh der Nederlantsche Konstschilders en Schilderessen, 
vol.�, Amsterdam, �7�8, pp.�0�-�0�. Alfred von 
Wurzbach, Niederländisches Künstler-Lexikon, vol.�, 
vienna, �906, pp.��7-��9. Albert Blankert, Ferdinand 
Bol, 1616-1680, een leerling van Rembrandt, dissertation, 
Utrecht, University, �976. Albert Blankert, Ferdinand Bol, 
Rembrandt’s Pupil, Doornspijk, �98�, catalogue raisonné. 
Werner sumowski, Gemälde der Rembrandt-Schüler, vol.�, 
landau, �98�, pp.�8�-4�5, vol.v, pp. �080, �086, vol.v�, 
pp.�69�-�696, �779, �795. Albert Blankert, entry on Bol 
in Allgemeines Künstler-Lexikon, vol.��, Munich-leipzig, 
�996, pp.�58-�59. Marijke van der Meij-tolsma, entry 
on Bol in The Dictionary of  Art, vol. 4, london, �996, 
pp.�49-�5�. liverpool, Walker Art Gallery,’ A Collector’s 
Eye, Cranach to Pissarro’, �0��, cat.pp.78-79, illustrated, 
catalogue by christopher Wright.

appeared in the Mrs. lichtenstadt sale, london, Knight, 
Frank and rutley’s, �0th May �9��, lot 94, illustrated 
(advertisement in The Connoisseur, vol.58, May, �9�� 
p.��). According to the files of  the rijksbureau voor 
Kunsthistoriche Documentatie in the hague, with 
Asscher and Welcker, london. then with D. Katz, 
Dieren, the netherlands. By �955 (see exhibitions 
below) in the collection of  Mrs. e. M. e. ten Bosch-
verheyden, Almelo, the netherlands. in an anonymous 
sale, Amsterdam, Frederick Muller, ��th December, 
�956, lot �0, illustrated. then in a private collection 
nijmegen, �97�, then a private collection, new York, 
and sold Amsterdam, christie’s, �8th May, �988, lot 
�04, illustrated.
literature: h. P. Bremmer, Beeldende Kunst, vol.XXII, �� 

August �9�5, illustrated. Blankert, op.cit. �976, no. A��6-
�, as in a private collection nijmegen,�97�. Blankert, 
op.cit. �98�, no.��5 pl.��4.
exhibited: london, royal Academy, Winter Exhibition 
of  the works of  the Old Masters, �888, no. 7�, lent by 
camillo roth. Algernon Graves, A Century of  Loan 
Exhibitions, 1813–1912, � vols, london �9��–�9�5, vol.i 
p.7�. Zutphen, Gemeentelijk Museum, Kunsttentoonstelling 
van 17e eeuwse schilderijen,�9��, no.�. the hague, 
Kunstzaal Kleykamp, Tentoonstelling Van Schilderijen door 
Oud-Hollandsche en Vlaamse Meesters, �9�4, no.�8. Brussels, 
Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts, Cinq siècles d’Art, �9�5, 
no.707. rotterdam, Museum Boymans, Meesterwerken uit 
Vier Eeuwen, �9�8, no.58�, pl.�50. Almelo, Oude Kunst 
uit Twents particulier bezit, �95�, no. 4. pl.�6. rotterdam, 
Museum Boymans, Kunstschatten uit Nederlandse 
Verzamelingen, �955, no.46, pl.9�, lent by Mrs. e. M. e. 
ten Bosch-verheyden. london, national Gallery; Berlin, 
Altes Museum & Amsterdam, rijksmuseum, Rembrandt, 
The Master and his workshop �999, no.65 illustrated, also 
p.��6 under no.6�, catalogue entry by Pieter J. J. van 
thiel.

Comment: At the time of  the rembrandt exhibition in 
london, Berlin and Amsterdam in �999, the painting 
was included as an example of  a picture certainly by Bol 
which could be compared to pictures newly attributed to 
him, formerly having been thought to be by rembrandt.

Alexandre-François Desportes 
champaigneul, haute-Marne �66�–Paris �74�

Desportes early life seems to be based on a romantic 
story. the talented youth with an ability for drawing 
was apprenticed to the Flemish artist nicasias Bernaerts 
(�6�0–�67�) who himself  had been a pupil of  the 
Flemish painter Frans snyders (�579–�657). it was 
snyders who was to be such a strong influence on 
Desportes’ animal and game pieces. Desportes executed 
the prodigious number of  some two thousand works 
in this genre which include animal paintings, still life, 
hunting scenes and specific depictions of  plants and 
animals. however, one of  his most celebrated works 
is a still life, the Silver Tureen with Peaches in stockholm, 
nationalmuseum. Desportes’ reception piece for the 
Académie was a Self-Portrait as a Hunter of  �699 (Paris, 
louvre). An early commission of  significance in �709 
was that from the Grand Dauphin for the château 
at Meudon, Mort d’un chevreuil (compiègne, château, 
deposited at versailles). one of  Desportes’ most 
important commissions was for a set of  seven large 
pictures intended as tapestry cartoons in �74�. they are 
now separated between the louvre and the museums of  
Guéret, reims, Marseilles and the Préfecture de lyon.

46 cat. �� The Pietà (The Dead Christ with Nicodemus and 
an Angel)
oil on canvas ��9 x ��8.8 cm
History: First recorded in the collection of  eugenio 
sardi in Milan in �9�8, at the time of  the first 
publication of  the painting by Wilhelm suida. sold, 
Milan, Finarte, �8th April �97�, lot �8. Acquired from 
colnaghi’s, �98�. 
literature: Wilhelm suida, ‘einige Gemaelde aus der 
sammlung eugenio sardi in Mailand’, Belvedere, vol.
Xiii, July, �9�8, pp.��-��. Wilhelm suida, ‘Zwei Bilder 
der Paolo veronese’, Pantheon, �, �9�8, p.��4. Fiocco, 
op.cit. �9�4, p.���. Marini op.cit., �968, no.�60, p.��4, as 
attributed to veronese, and as in the sardi collection, 
Milan. Pignatti, op.cit. �976, vol.�, no.���, p.�65, as 
whereabouts unknown, as by veronese and as known 
only from a reproduction and datable c. �580–�585, 
vol.�, fig.70�. richard cocke, review of  terisio Pignatti, 
veronese, l’opera completa, The Burlington Magazine, 
november �977, pp.786-787, as in the group which 
‘seem to me by members of  the workshop’. terisio 
Pignatti, ‘Paolo Veronese e il tema della Pietà’, Padua, 
�984, p.�46. terisio Pignatti, Una nuova Pietà di Paolo 
veronese, Arte Veneta, �984, p.��9, illustrated, where 
described as ‘Riteniamo dunque importante il recupero dopo 
una efficace pulitura, di questo capolavoro degli anni estremi 
di Paolo, che siamo lieti di reintigrare titolo nella nostra serie 
catalogia’. Washington exhibition catalogue, op. cit. �988, 
p.�95. Pignatti and Pedrocco, op.cit. �99�, no.�89, p.�6�, 
illustrated, as lent to raleigh, north carolina Museum 
of  Art, as ‘Malgrado i dubbi espressi da parte della critica, 
l’autografia di quest’opera,caratterizzata dai toni cromatici 
profondi e dagli effeti cangianti tipici della tarda attività di Paolo, 
pare da confermare’. 
exhibition: london, colnaghi’s, Art, Commerce, 
Scholarship, �984, no.�0, illustrated, catalogue entry 
by terisio Pignatti. Formerly lent to raleigh, north 
carolina Museum of  Art. lent to richmond, virginia, 
Museum of  Fine Arts. 

Comment: in common with much of  veronese’s late 
work, this picture has had a variable critical history, 
especially as it has sometimes been assumed to be a 
workshop production. in fact, the painting is freely 
executed with a sure hand entirely consistent with the 
artist’s late work. it was described by Pignatti in �984 
as a masterpiece after he had seen the painting in the 
original, after cleaning, and had catalogued it for the 
colnaghi’s exhibition of  the same year. the same broad 
handling is found in such other late works as St Pantalon 
reviving a boy in the church of  s. Pantalone, venice, 
which is dated by documents to �587, the year before 
the veronese’s death.

9� cat. �7� Portrait of  a Lady
oil on canvas: 88.6 x 7�.6 cm
signed and dated bottom left: Bol Fecit �65�
History: ‘A Portrait of  a lady, in a black dress, 
with a white collar, cuffs and cap, seated, holding a 
handkerchief  in her right hand, dated �65�’, was in the 
Graham charles somervell sale, london, christie’s, 
��rd April, �887, lot �47, bought by Martin colnaghi 
for �40 guineas (see Algernon Graves, Art Sales, � vols., 
�9��–�9�5, vol.�, p.4�). this is probably the picture 
which camillo roth of  london lent to the royal 
Academy in �888 (see exhibitions below). it is not 
known how or when roth disposed of  this picture, but 
it is worth noting that the Jan van Goyen River scene (also 
in the �888 royal Academy exhibition lent by roth) 
was with Martin colnaghi by �890. the painting next 
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general Bibliography: A. J. Dézallier d’Argenville, 
Abrégé de la vie des plus fameux peintres, Paris, �76�, vol.
iv, pp.���-��9. l. hourticq, ‘l’atelier de François 
Desportes,’ Gazette des Beaux-Arts, �9�0, pp.��7-��6. 
Georges de lastic, ‘Desportes’, Connaissance des Arts, 
January �96�, no.�07, pp.55-6�. M. Faré & F. Faré, La 
Vie Silencieuse en France: La Nature Morte au XVIIIe Siècle, 
Fribourg, �976, pp.6�-98. laurie G. Winters, entry 
on Desportes in The Dictionary of  Art, vol.8, london, 
�996, pp.8��-8�4. P. Jacky, François Desportes 1661–1743, 
dissertation, Université de Paris, sorbonne iv, �999. P. 
Jacky, entry on Desportes in Allgemeines Künstler-Lexikon, 
vol. �6, Munich-leipzig, �000, p.4�7. 
 

Armstrong, Turner, london, �90�. A. J. Finberg, The 
Life of  J. M. W. Turner, R.A., london, �9�9, revised 
�96�. Jack lindsay, J. M. W.Turner; a critical biography, 
Greenwich, connecticut, �966. Martin Butlin & 
evelyn Joll, The Paintings of  J. M. W. Turner, new haven 
& london, �977, catalogue raisonné, revised �984. 
Andrew Wilton, The Life and Work of  J. M. W. Turner, 
london, �979. Martin Butlin & evelyn Joll, L’opera 
completa di Turner, � vols. Milan, �98�. D. hill, Turner 
and the Alps, london �99�. timothy Wilcox, entry on 
turner in The Dictionary of  Art, vol.��, london, �996, 
pp.466-476. Washington, national Gallery & new York 
Metropolitan Museum, Turner, �007.

near liverpool, and the picture was in his sale, london, 
christie’s, �4th June �909, lot 98, bought sulley for 860 
guineas (Graves, op.cit. vol. � �9��, p.�5�). the picture 
was in the J. r. thomas sale, london, christie’s, �9 
november �9�0, lot �5�, bought sampson for �00 
guineas. the picture was then in the collection of  e. 
r. Bacon, new York, and passed by descent to his 
granddaughter from whom acquired in new York, by 
Agnews, london in �976. Bought from Agnews in �977.
literature: thornbury, op.cit. �86�, p.�08, �877, p.6�0. 
Armstrong, op.cit. �90�, p.���. Butlin & Joll, op.cit. �977, 
no.�47. Butlin & Joll, op.cit. �98�, no.6�, pl.Xiv. harold 
Frye, Turner on Tour, XXX, pp.��-��. thomas P. hoving, 
‘J. M. W. turner, one of  a kind, once and for ever’, 
review of  the turner exhibition, Washington and new 
York, www.artnet.com/magazineus/features/hoving/hoving, 
‘the tenuous bridge which in �80� was rebuilt near the 
top of  the vertiginous st. Gotthard Pass was one of  the 
most frightening passages in the world. how did they 
build it? how many perished making it? i adore the way 
turner has loaded this painting with fantasy drama. 
A group on the left has made it across. one lonely, 
shivering pedestrian is starting across (and you suspect 
he might be buffeted by the erratic winds rushing 
through the impossibly steep cleft, and won’t make it), 
while on the right a band of  soldiers think twice about 
going forward. i’d have admired the view which with 
turner is exaggerated (splendidly), and retreated back to 
flat and sunnier climes’ 
exhibitions: liverpool, Art club, �88�, no.49, lent by 
holbrook Gaskell (see Algernon Graves, A Century of  
Loan Exhibitions 1813–1912, � vols, london �9��–�9�5, 
vol.�, p.��06. london, royal Academy, Winter Exhibition, 
�885, no.�8, as dated �8�5, lent by holbrook Gaskell 
(Graves op.cit. vol.�, p.���6. Glasgow Art Gallery, �888, 
no.77, lent by holbrook Gaskell (Graves, op.cit. vol. �, p. 
��50). london royal Academy, Winter Exhibition, �907, 
no.��7, lent by holbrook Gaskell (Graves, op.cit. vol.�, 
p.��46). london, tate Gallery, Turner, �976, no.�47. 
Washington, national Gallery, new York, Metropolitan 
Museum, Turner, �007, no.�7, illustrated. Formerly lent 
to the Kunsthaus, Zurich. lent to richmond, virginia, 
Museum of  Fine Arts.
Related painting: the pendant, The Pass of  St. Gotthard 
is in the Birmingham, Museum and Art Gallery, inv. 
no.�98’�5. oil on canvas 80.6 x 64.� cm. literature: 
Birmingham, city Museum and Art Gallery, Catalogue of  
Paintings, �960, p.�46.
Related watercolours: the painting is based on a 
watercolour sketch on p.�4 of  turner’s St. Gotthard 
and Mont Blanc sketchbook, london, formerly British 
Museum, now tate Britain, turner Bequest, inv. 
no.lXXv. A watercolour of  the same subject, but 
a different composition, is in the collection of  new 
haven, connecticut ,Yale center for British Art. see 
F. Wedmore, Turner and Ruskin, �900, illustrated facing 
p.�56. 

Comment: this dramatic and romantic picture should 
be seen in the context of  its pendant in Birmingham, 
city Museum and Art Gallery, from which it was 
separated early in its history.
the st Gotthard Pass was repeatedly mentioned by 
ruskin, for example, in Modern Painters, vol.iii �856, 
chapter Xv, section 5, ‘nor of  the via Mala only, a 
correspondent defile on the st Gotthard – so terrible in 
one part of  it, that it can, indeed, suggest no ideas but 
those of  horror to minds either of  northern or southern 
temper, and whose wild bridge, cast from rock to rock 
over a chasm as utterly hopeless and escapeless as any 
into which Dante gazed from the arches of  Malboge’. 
ruskin was reiterating the sense of  awe which could 
be induced into the painting, rather than the landscape 
itself. turner has succeeded in creating the sense of  
space by using a dramatic viewpoint.

Alfred sisley 
Paris �8�9–Moret-sur-loing �899

sisley spent most of  his life in France, apart from visits 
to england. of  english parentage, he was never a 
naturalised French citizen, but in every other respect the 
formation of  his art was entirely French. At the time 
of  his work in the studio of  Gleyre in �86�, he knew 
Monet, renoir and Bazille and this acquaintance and 
friendship remained for the rest of  their lives. Along 
with Monet and Pissarro, sisley spent the Franco-
Prussian War, �870–�87�, in exile in london where he 
inevitably came into contact with the work of  turner. 
Most of  sisley’s career was spent in the villages or 
suburbs around Paris, first at louveciennes and later at 
Marly and sèvres, and in �879 he moved to Moret-sur-
loing where he spent the rest of  his life. the church at 
Moret became one of  his favourite subjects, and sisley 
painted it in changing light and weather with as much 
affection, but less éclat than Monet was to do at rouen. 
of  all the impressionists sisley was the most consistent, 
his style evolving but slowly. his early work was strongly 
influenced by Gustave courbet.

General Bibliography sale catalogue, Paris, Galerie 
Georges Petit, Tableaux, études pastels par Alfred Sisley, 
Paris, �899. exhibition catalogue, Berne, Kunst 
Museum, Alfred Sisley, �958. François Daulte, Alfred 
Sisley Catalogue Raisonné de l’Oeuvre Peint, lausanne, 
�959. exhibition catalogue, new York, Wildenstein, 
Sisley, �966, catalogue by François Daulte. exhibition 
catalogue, nottingham, University Art Gallery, Alfred 
Sisley, 1839–1899, �97�, catalogue by ronald Pickvance. 
exhibition catalogue, london, David carritt ltd, Alfred 
Sisley, 1839–1899, �98�, catalogue by r. nathanson. 
exhibition catalogue, tokyo, isetan Museum, Fukeoka 
Art Museum, nara Prefectural Museum, Alfred Sisley, 
�985, catalogue by christopher lloyd. exhibition 
catalogue, Paris, Musée d’orsay; Baltimore, Walters Art 
Gallery, Alfred Sisley, �99�–�99�. vincent Pomarède in 
the exhibition catalogue, london, national Gallery, 
Tradition and Revolution in French Art, 1750–1880, �97�, 
pp.�7�-�7�. christopher lloyd, entry on sisley in The 
Dictionary of  Art, vol.�8, london, �996, pp. 794-797. 
Jörg Zutter, entry on sisley in the exhibition catalogue, 
canberra, national Gallery of  Australia, French Painting 
from the Musée Fabre, Montpellier, �00�, pp.���-���. 

�� cat. 670 Autour de la forêt, matinée de juillet
oil on canvas 60 x 7�.5 cm
signed and dated lower right: sisley 89
History: First recorded in the camentron collection, 
Paris, who sold it to Durand-ruel, Paris, in �89�. 
Acquired by the longuet collection, Paris, from Durand-
ruel in �9�5. 
literature: Daulte, op.cit. �959, no.7��. 
exhibitions: Paris, Galerie Durand-ruel, Tableaux par 
Sisley, �9�4, no.58. nottingham, University Art Gallery, 
Alfred Sisley, Impressionist Landscapes, �97�, no.��. london, 
royal Academy, Impressionism, its Masters, its Precursors and 
its Influence in Britain, �974, no.��0, catalogue by John 
house. Glasgow, Art Gallery, Impressionist Exhibition, 
�997. Ferrara, Palazzo dei Diamanti, Madrid, Museo 
thyssen-Bornemisza & lyon, Musée des Beaux-Arts, 
Alfred Sisley, the True Impressionist, �00�–�00�, no.5�, 
illustrated, catalogue entry by Dominique lobstein. 
liverpool, Walker Art Gallery,’ A Collector’s Eye, Cranach 
to Pissarro, �0��, cat.pp.�8-�9, illustrated, catalogue by 
christopher Wright.

Comment: this picture is executed in an entirely 
different style and technique than the earlier work above. 
sisley has abandoned his easy fluidity and adopted 
a much more Monet-like approach with intensely 
coloured dabs of  thick paint. All attempt at a balanced 
composition, so obvious in Port-Marly sous la neige has 
been avoided in favour of  a scintillating effect and a 
camera-like cutting off  of  the viewpoint. sisley has 
made extensive use of  the brilliant chemical colours 
which were coming into general use from the mid-
nineteenth century onwards.

�8 cat. 440 Port-Marly sous la neige
oil on canvas 46 x 56.5 cm
signed lower right: sisley
History: First recorded in the collection of  M. Devillier, 
Paris. then with robert schmit, Paris, and with Arthur 
tooth, london, from whom acquired. 
literature: c. s. Moffett, e. e. rathbone, K. rothkopf  
& J. isaacson, exhibition catalogue, Impressionists in 
Winter, london, �998, p.�80, pl.p.�8�.
exhibitions: london, Arthur tooth and sons, 

4� cat. �80 A cat with dead game
oil on canvas 9� x 74.� cm
signed and dated lower left: Desportes �7��
History: Bought from Bob P. haboldt, new York, 
�995. 
literature: Unpublished
exhibited: lent to liverpool, Walker Art Gallery. 
liverpool, Walker Art Gallery,’ A Collector’s Eye, Cranach 
to Pissarro’, �0��, cat.pp.��8-��9, illustrated, catalogue by 
christopher Wright.

Joseph Mallord William turner
london �775–london �85�

turner occupied a unique position in British painting 
and is one of  the few British artists to achieve and 
retain an international reputation outside the english-
speaking world. turner’s career covers some fifty years 
and spans a series of  stylistic changes which set him 
apart from all his British contemporaries. this was only 
partly recognised in his lifetime because even his greatest 
champion, John ruskin, could not come to terms with 
turner’s uncompromising later work. As a youth, at 
the age of  fourteen, he became a pupil at the royal 
Academy schools. turner, as a young artist already took 
a great interest in topographical views, especially of  the 
medieval sites, including cathedrals and ruined abbeys. 

general Bibliography: Biographies and catalogues: 
Walter thornbury, The Life of  J. M. W. Turner, R.A, 
london, �86�, revised �876. c. F. Bell, The Exhibited 
works of  J. M. W. Turner, R. A., london, �90�. Walter 

�7 cat. 4�� The Devil’s Bridge, St. Gotthard
oil on canvas 76.8 x 6�.8 cm
An old label formerly on the reverse read: this 
painting of  The Pass of  St. Gotthard by J. M. W. turner, 
r.A. presented to my daughter, Jane, this tenth of  
March �854.
History: it was recently discovered at the time of  the 
Washington and new York exhibition in �007 that the 
painting, along with the companion picture, The Pass of  
St. Gotthard, was probably commissioned by sir John 
Boyd, �nd Bt (�750–�8�0), who lived at Danson Park, 
Bexleyheath, Kent. the pictures were certainly in his 
sale held at Peter coxe’s, london, 8th May �805, lots 
69 and 70, where they sold for 40 guineas each. lot 
69 was described as ‘Pont du Diable, in switzerland, 
a grand Mountainous scene, Particularly described in 
coxe’s travels, and the Majestic solemn scenery is here 
represented as looking in upon by the march of  the 
French Army traversing the Alps into italy (The Index of  
Paintings Sold in the British Isles during the Nineteenth Century 
1801–1805, oxford, �988, p. 768)’. the buyer at the 
time of  the sale appears not to have been recorded. The 
Devil’s Bridge, St. Gotthard, was acquired at an unknown 
date by John Allnutt (�77�–�86�), a wine merchant of  
clapham, south london. According to an old label 
formerly on the reverse, Allnutt presented the picture 
to his daughter, Jane, on the �0th of  March �854. the 
picture was then in the collection of  George r. Burnett 
and was sold, london, christie’s, ��th February �875, 
lot ��6 when it made £945, along with the companion 
picture, lot ��7, bought coleman. At this stage the two 
pictures were separated (see Algernon Graves, Art Sales 
from early in the Eighteenth Century to early in the Twentieth 
Century, � vols. london �9��, vol.�, p.��8, as bought 
Agnews for J. Allnutt). Agnews sold the picture to the 
great turner collector holbrook Gaskell of  Woolton, 

camille Pissarro 
charlotte Amalie, st thomas (Danish virgin islands) 
�8�0–Paris �90�

Pissarro, born a Danish citizen, seems to have been 
more restless than his fellow impressionists. ten years 
older than Monet, his first influence seems to have 
been corot. After a peripatetic youth, which included a 
visit to caracas, venezuela, Pissarro settled definitively 
in France in �855. he worked in Montmartre, but 
favoured various places to the west of  Paris, including 
Montmorency, varenne-saint-hilaire, Pontoise and 
finally louveciennes, which he was forced to leave for 
london in september �870, as a result of  the advance 
of  Prussian troops. his rented house there was used as 
a billet by the German soldiers and, by his own account, 
and although some forty were saved, Pissarro lost twelve 
hundred paintings, drawings and sketches. As with 
Monet, the exile in london proved fruitful because it 
brought Pissarro in contact with the work of  turner. 
returning to France in �87�, Pissarro settled at Pontoise 
until �88�, when he moved to osny. the last place he 
worked in was the small village of  eragny-Bazincourt, 
near Gisors. he spent the winters in Paris and travelled 
to other major towns, favouring rouen. Pissarro’s brand 
of  impressionism was for the first part of  his career 
heavily influenced by corot (see below where he even 
used a site favoured by corot). For a short period in the 
�870s, Pissarro’s work was mainstream impressionist 
but he changed quite dramatically with the evolution of  
Pointillism, whose main exponent was seurat. his later 
approach became a mixture of  essentially conflicting 
styles. nevertheless, Pissarro always referred back to 
nature, and some of  the late Views of  Paris are his best 
works. More than the other impressionists, Pissarro was 
capable of  subtle social comment in his work. there 
are more labourers, factories and figures in general than 
found in the much sunnier sisley (q.v.) and Monet.

general Bibliography: exhibition catalogue, Paris, 
orangerie, Camille Pissarro, �9�0. Adolphe tabarent, 
Pissarro, Paris, �9��. ludovic-rodo Pissarro and lionello 
venturi, Camille Pissarro, Paris, �9�9, � vols. K. Adler, 
Camille Pissarro, a Biography, london, �978. r. shikes 
and P. harper, Pissarro: His Life and Work, new York, 
�980. exhibition catalogue, london, haywood Gallery; 
Paris, Grand Palais & Boston, Museum of  Fine Arts, 
Camille Pissarro, 1830–1903, �980–�98�. christopher 
lloyd, Camille Pissarro, Geneva, �98�. christopher lloyd 
entry on camille Pissarro in The Dictionary of  Art, vol.�4, 
london, �996, pp.878-884. Joachim Pissarro & claire 
Durand-ruel snollaerts, Pissarro, A Critical Catalogue of  
Paintings, � vols, Paris, �005. 

Dudley Tooth Memorial Exhibition, �97�, no.�6, london, 
christie’s, The British Art Market, �97�, no.76. tokyo, Le 
Centenaire de l’Impressionisme, �974, no.59. Ferrara, Palazzo 
dei Diamanti; Madrid, Museo thyssen-Bornemisza 
& lyon, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Alfred Sisley the True 
Impressionist, �00�–�00�, no.�0, illustrated, catalogue 
entry by Francis Fowles. Barnard castle, Bowes 
Museum, Alfred Sisley, �008, no catalogue. Formerly 
lent to Georgia, Atlanta, high Museum of  Art,. lent 
to the Bowes Museum, Barnard castle, co. Durham. 
liverpool, Walker Art Gallery,’ A Collector’s Eye, Cranach 
to Pissarro’, �0��, cat.pp.�0-��, illustrated, catalogue by 
christopher Wright.

Comment: sisley painted a further version from 
a similar viewpoint in the following year (private 
collection). this later work is bleaker than the 
schorr picture. 
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8 9the schorr collection

Jean-Baptiste oudry (�686–�755)
�� cat. ��7 The cat and the monkey (from La Fontaine’s fables)
oil on canvas �0� x ��� cm
Painted in Paris in �7�9

the picture’s subject is taken from one of  la Fontaine’s fables, 
and there is a moral to be drawn on two levels. the story is simple 

��

enough, the monkey is content to scoff  the chestnuts which the cat is 
laboriously taking from the fire with danger of  scorching his paws. At 
the third chestnut’s retrieval from the fire, a servant comes in and the 
two rogues scatter, leaving the cat without any chestnuts. la Fontaine’s 
broader moral reads, ‘And princes are equally dissatisfied when, 
flattered to be employed in any uncomfortable concern, they burn 
their fingers in a distant province for the profit of  some king’.

the itAliAn renAissAnce

The ITalIan RenaIssance has been the subject of  many  

definitions and divisions by artistic personalities and centres of  

creativity. the story here starts in the early sixteenth century with 

works from some but not all the main centres. With the excep-

tion of  venice, where the leading figures in the mid sixteenth 

century are represented – leandro Bassano, tintoretto and 

veronese – the artists represented in the schorr collection are 

mostly the more minor ones from their respective areas of  activ-

ity. Yet it is from the work of  these less well-known artists that a 

more balanced view of  the renaissance as a whole can be gained. 

 Modern scholarship has tended to analyse the achieve-

ments of  the main figures, especially raphael, leonardo and 

Michelangelo, leaving many of  the other figures relatively 

neglected. one of  the reasons for this is that artists working in 

the same centre as any one of  these overriding geniuses tended 

to be overwhelmed by their presence. in this respect, a whole 

generation of  painters were influenced by leonardo da vinci’s 

stay in Milan, so much so that few Milanese artists could escape 

his influence. the same could be said of  the Florentines after 

raphael and Michelangelo, and, as both these artists ended their 

careers in rome, their pervasive influence continued there. By 

extension, the lack of  recent detailed studies of  many of  the 

artists of  the second rank means that the definition of  their work 

lacks precision. 

 A high proportion of  the painters included in this section, 

with the exception of  the venetians, have not been the subject 

of  any recent detailed study, a rather different position than for 

the same period in the netherlands, where there are many 

studies for a larger proportion of  artists that are represented in 

the collection. 

FloRenTIne paInTIng had reached a peak in the first years 

of  the sixteenth century, a fact already recognised by vasari 

(�5��-�574). Artistic activity in the city then entered a period 

of  relative decline, 

especially as the leading figures of  raphael and Michelangelo 

had left for rome. their pre-eminent position was replaced by 

the great, but eccentric Pontormo. Yet the city was still in its 

golden age under the patronage of  the ruling Medici family.  

 Almost all the artists active from the �5�0 onwards were 

in the thrall of  the Medici. one of  the last survivors of  the 

previous tradition was Fra Bartolomeo, who remained true to 

the earlier tradition, although by c.�5�0 his work had become 

old-fashioned. he retained his immaculate sense of  drawing 

which again looks back to the earlier tradition. the work of  

Fra Paolino da Pistoia was similarly old-fashioned. An absent 

venetian figure was sebastiano del Piombo, who spent the 

latter part of  his career in rome where he was patronised by 

the Medici Pope clement vii. clement’s papacy was marked 

by two main events, the sack of  rome by the troops of  the 

emperor charles v in �5�7, and by the schism with the 

church of  england.

 the painters Balducci, Allori and Altissimo were all working 

for the Medici in Florence, and their art reveals how much the 

self-aggrandising family dominated the artistic scene. the 

family’s favoured painter was Bronzino, who produced some 

of  the most arresting portrait images of  the whole century. 

Altissimo was required to replicate Bronzino’s work, but the 

latter’s pupil, Allori, became much more independent in his 

approach to portraiture.  

 By the middle years of  the century portraiture had become 

much more the norm throughout the italian states, and the 

style for portraits evolved in a much more international rather 

than local way, especially outside the Medici circle. the works 

of  salviati and Jacopino del conte demonstrate this trend.  

PAintinG in Florence AnD PistoiA �5�0–�560



�0 ��

Jacopo tintoretto (�5�8–�594)
8 cat. �67 Susanna and the elders
oil on canvas 4� x 45.8 cm
Painted in venice mid �550s

this well known story is taken from the old testament Book of  
Daniel, and was popular throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. For the venetians this was the opportunity to depict the 
female nude in a Biblical context. in the north with rembrandt, it was 
used as a vehicle to express the human emotion of  embarrassment as 
the chaste susanna is spied on by the lascivious old men. tintoretto 

painted this subject throughout his long career, each time with a 
variation of  the composition and a change of  emphasis in the 
emotions depicted. the versions from the �550s are considered to be 
those in the Paris, louvre; the Prado, Madrid and the Kunsthistor-
isches Museum, vienna. the example in the Washington national 
Gallery is considered to date from the �570s, and the currently 
untraced work, formerly in the collection of  Marczel von nemes, 
Munich, and later with F. A. Drey, london, is usually thought to have 
come from the late �580s. the painting here has to be dated on 
stylistic grounds and the closest comparison can be made with the 
vienna version of  the subject.

the schorr collection

Jacopo tintoretto (�5�8–�594)
�0 cat. �40 Portrait of  Cardinal Giovanni Grimani (1506–1593), Bishop of  
Ceneda and Patriarch of  Aquileia 
oil on canvas ��5 x �0� cm
Painted in venice �560s

the sitter, shown in cardinal’s robes, has been identified as cardinal 
Giovanni Grimani rather than as an older member of  the same family, 
and, as was previously supposed, the picture left the Palazzo Grimani 
in venice in the late �8�0s. Although highly regarded in his time, this 
prelate had a chequered career. he was described in glowing terms 
towards the end of  his life by Andrea di capua, Papal nuncio to 
venice in �577. ‘... il Patriarca Grimani è el primo et il più stimato di tutti gli 
altri, così per età et per dignità, come perché ha gran parentado et grandi amici 
et è più liberale et splendido di nessun altro; et quei Signori l’hanno in tanta 

consideratione, che alcune volte l’ammettono nel Consiglio dei Dieci a dire il suo 
parere sopra le cose importanti al publico’. As a young man, his rise in the 
church was meteoric. Whilst still in his twenties he became Bishop of  
ceneda and in �5�8, at the age of  twenty two, he was elevated to the 
prestigious position of  Patriarch of  Aquileia, a sinecure held previously 
by two Grimani family members (see under lorenzo lotto p.4��). 
Grimani’s later career was dogged by the Papal refusal to elevate him 
to the position of  cardinal, even though, in line with ancient classical 
tradition dating back to the 4th century AD, this would have been 
procedurally correct for someone holding an ecclesiastical office. in 
spite of  this, the sitter is portrayed in full cardinal’s robes, which has 
led scholars, while certain of  the sitter’s identity, to suggest that he was 
painted in the robes of  the office he never held, which is very unusual 
in the context of  the time.

the itAliAn renAissAnce



�� ��

circle of  titian
�� cat. ��� Portrait of  a bearded man
oil on canvas 95.8 x 7� cm
Painted in venice �560s

Known since �859, this painting has undergone both changes of  
attribution and three restorations which have been recorded in old 

photographs. it was attributed to titian by its first recorded owner, 
lord northwick, who also owned titian’s Tarquin and Lucretia, later 
acquired by cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, and a titianesque Venus 
and Cupid, which was acquired at lord northwick’s sale in �859 by the 
4th Marquess of  hertford, whose collection was later to be known as 
the Wallace collection.

the schorr collection

Paolo veronese (�5�8–�588)
�9 cat. �60 The Pietà (Dead Christ with Nicodemus and an Angel)
oil on canvas ��9 x ��8.8 cm
Painted in venice in the �580s

this painting is an outstanding example of  veronese’s late work. the 
artist had developed an intensity quite different from the decorative 
splendour of  his early maturity. the familiar subtle harmonies of  
blues, violets and rose have been replaced by a richness of  colour 
and depth of  tone more reminiscent of  late titian and the mature 

Jacopo tintoretto. in the �580s, veronese repeated the same subject 
many times using a different composition but retaining a remarkable 
consistency in expression of  emotion. 
 in this picture, unusually for veronese, he has arrived at a personal 
expressionism where the brush strokes take on a life of  their own 
and are visible in their own right, exactly as in the late work of  both 
tintoretto and titian. the other main interpretations of  this subject 
are in Boston, Museum of  Fine Arts; st. Petersburg, the hermitage 
(from venice, ss Giovanni e Paolo) and a studio replica in the Musée 
des Beaux-Arts at lille.

the itAliAn renAissAnce
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PAintinG in the GerMAn stAtes �5�0–�600

lucas cranach (c. �47�–�55�)
��7 cat. ��6 Virgin and Child with St. Anne
oil on panel 4�.� x �7.4 cm
Painted in Weimar the �5�0s

this picture is an example of  the cranach’s middle period, when he 
abandoned the passionate expressiveness found in his earlier work. 
the figures are set in an idealised and picturesque landscape which 

derives from the German renaissance tradition introduced by Albrecht 
Altdorfer. cranach favoured this subject throughout his long career, 
although this exact composition seems not to have been repeated in 
other works. his reliance on the earlier tradition is seen in his approach 
to the subject where st Anne is given prominence as the Mother of  the 
virgin. the carefully painted landscape background is derived from 
Altdorfer but it is given cranach’s own idiosyncratic sweetness.

as a ResulT oF the revolution of  �8�0 there was a liberalisa-

tion of  official attitudes in France, and these new freedoms 

were largely reflected in the artistic scene. Although there 

were certain standards still visible in the salon, there was 

an increase in the number of  officially acceptable styles of  

painting and a broadening of  subject matter. the key figures 

in the middle years of  the nineteenth century, both official 

artists and rebels, have become household names in France. 

representing the establishment during this period was 

Delacroix, whose early works from the �8�0s had been 

revolutionary in nature, but who then settled into a long and 

distinguished career. 

 the great rebel of  the time was Gustave courbet who was 

also to be influential on a younger generation of  artists. the 

story of  French painting through this most varied period of  

French art cannot be told from the schorr collection, but 

there are a number of  artists represented who show the 

official aspect of  painting throughout the middle years of  

the century. one of  the earliest and most successful was 

chassériau, who died young. 

 the work of  Gustave Doré, who achieved an international 

reputation, demonstrates the varied skills which a salon artist 

could command, in turning his hand to portraiture, genre 

and landscape paintings with equal sucess. 

 it is often forgotten that many salon artists of  the period 

made a proportion of  their living from portrait painting. 

After the rigours of  neo-classical period, portrait paint-

ing became more relaxed, less idealised, and often cluttered 

with bourgeois trappings. this is seen at its best in the grand 

portraits of  Dubufe. on the other hand, the sitters in the 

portraits of  henner and Bouguereau are almost certainly 

of  friends of  the artists and therefore lack the grandeur of  

official works. still later come the portraits of  cabanel and 

carolus-Duran which are exactly contemporary with the 

onset of  impressionism. For modern critics it is still hard to 

understand how the official style could run so successfully 

against the tide of  impressionism. 

 the first impressionist exhibition of  �874 was the culmi-

nation of  a series of  small discoveries by artists who often 

remained outside the charmed circle of  grand salon official-

dom. this can be seen in the works of  raffaelli, Boudin and 

Monticelli. All three artists used a free technique to create 

effects of  light and movement, and all three anticipated im-

pressionism in its pure form. later in their careers they were 

influenced by the impressionists themselves. Domestic and 

suburban subject matter, which was the mainstay of  these 

three artists was to be continued conspicuously by the im-

pressionists and their followers. 

 the first impressionist exhibition of  �874 alarmed the 

public and the critics, but once it had been held there was no 

going back, and painters continued to experiment with light 

and colour and with intimate and suburban subject matter. 

this is seen perfectly in the two works by sisley. the earlier 

of  the two, a winter scene from �875, shows how the artist 

was interested in the most precise observation of  light and 

atmosphere rather than the more theoretical approach of  his 

contemporaries, Monet and Pissarro. the later work by sis-

ley, however, with its brighter colour could possibly indicate 

some influence from Monet. 

 impressionism in its purest form did not last until the end 

of  the century, but was superseded by the innovations of  

Gauguin, van Gogh and seurat. nevertheless, many artists, 

such as Pissarro, while conscious of  the innovations of  the 

younger generation, continued to produce pictures in the 

impressionist style, even though sometimes modified in 

terms of  composition. 

PAintinG in FrAnce �8�0–�89�
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Alfred sisley (�8�9–�899)
��� cat. �56 Port-Marly sous la neige
oil on canvas 46 x 56.5 cm
Painted in Port-Marly in �875

Port Marly occupied sisley as a main subject in the �870s. it was in 
�876, the year after this winter scene was painted, that he produced 
the famous L’inondation à Port-Marly (Paris, Musée d’orsay). Many of  
the sisley’s snow scenes also dated from the �870s. in this example, 
the tonalities are particularly subtle, as the snow takes on nuances of  
light and colour which have been caught perfectly by the artist. the 
exact site of  this scene is at a point looking up the river seine towards 
Bougival with the village of  Port-Marly on the right. it is recorded that 
the winters of  �875 and �876 were unusually harsh, and the prolonged 
period of  snow gave sisley the opportunity to observe its effects.

the schorr collection

Alfred sisley (�8�9–�899)
��4 cat. �57Autour de la forêt, matinée de juillet
oil on canvas 60 x 7�.5 cm
Painted in Moret-sur-loing in �889

in this composition, sisley has used a very high key of  colour. Weather 
effects of  this type only existed for the short summer season, and are 
in any event quite unlike the Mediterranean light so often favoured by 
Monet. the exact site has not been identified but it is probably on the 
edge of  the forest of  Fontainebleau as sisley was spending time there 
in �889.

PAintinG in FrAnce �8�0–9�


